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WHAT THEY SAID...

The Road We Walked Together...
Our journey would not have been possible without our valued partners, dedicated
Voluntary Services Team, and the staff professionals who have helped our cause.
Together we significantly increased young adult volunteering opportunities over
the lifespan of our two year project - raising Young Adult Volunteering awareness,
nationally, throughout the hospital and the local community. Our journey
continues on a pathway towards permanently establishing the Young Adult
Volunteers Coordinator role, embedding and sustaining young volunteering in the
Trust.

New Beginnings......
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Following a successful funding bid, in partnership with our own Chesterfield
Royal Hospital Charity, to the Pears Foundation/#iwill Fund, our Young Adult
Volunteers Project was officially launched in December 2017. Our goal was
to embed young volunteers aged 16 to 24 years as part of the Trust Voluntary
Services in supporting staff in enhancing the patient/visitor experience.
Funding also offered us the opportunity to consolidate and energise on-going
projects. In particular, it has enabled the service to provide a widely
increased range of meaningful volunteering opportunities for young people.
As a result, volunteering opportunities for young people have grown 70%,
compared to pre-project. We believe we have created the foundation of a
supportive, positive environment for further growth and the sustainability of
young adult volunteering at Chesterfield Royal Hospital.

Our Project Journey....
Setting out to enhance the lives of the volunteers, staff, patients and the wider community, the Project began with the
appointment of a dedicated Young Peoples' Volunteering Coordinator, reviewing and consolidating existing roles and
partnerships in the Trust. One such partnership was with Chesterfield College, whose H&SC students helped to run our
Ward Shop Trolley Service. Additional working relationships were subsequently developed with six local schools from
different socio-economic areas, served by the Trust in North Derbyshire - St Mary's Catholic High School, Tupton Hall,
Brookfields, Hasland Hall, Highfields, Eckington Hall.
Expectations were managed by agreeing a set number of placements for students from the schools and college - five
from each school and 10 from the college. Variety was key in effectively engaging young volunteers, so we introduced
a twelve week rotation placement, giving two hours per week over six to twelve months. This proved attractive to our
younger volunteers. The rotation was Emergency Department, Maternity/Neo Natal and two different types of wards.
We added to the variety with ad hoc tasks, such as; conducting 'Friends and Family' surveys, Ward Autism Pack
management, Patient Library Trolley support, information pack collation, general escorting and wayfinding.
We learned to understand effective ways of engaging with young people, using social media, such as Twitter, Instagram
and Facebook. We operated an 'open door' policy, offering young volunteers the option to talk to anyone on the team
about any concerns and equally about what they were finding enjoyable. We have found this on-going day to day
interaction more personable and productive than questionnaires and surveys. The Better Impact volunteer
management software we use, allows young volunteers access to their own volunteering webpage, where they can view
opportunities, shift schedules, log their volunteering hours and produce hours reports for college/school etc..
Volunteering contributions were acknowledged with the issue of 'Volunteering Achievement Certificates' and
supporting references for College, University and/or employment application. In addition, we publicly recognised the
valuable contribution that our volunteers make. Four of our young adult volunteers appeared on a WE Day video,
played live at a national event at the Wembley Arena on the 7th March 2018, successfully raising awareness of the value
of volunteering at Chesterfield Royal Hospital. We regularly posted and praised volunteer activities on the hospital
website and various social media accounts managed by the Trust. We pledged to, and continue to support, the #iwill
campaign for Youth Social Action.
We have experienced a fantastic learning journey throughout the project, discovering the needs, expectations and true
value of young adult volunteers. Our young volunteers were seen all over the hospital and, over the project, formed up
to 31% of the volunteer workforce. The project encouraged us to focus on quality volunteering experiences and
undergo the assessment and accreditation process for Investors in Volunteers (IiV). Following formal assessment visits
in November 2019, having received very positive feedback from the assessor, we await a formal decision in January
2020. Acknowledging the success of engaging with young people, our own Charitable Funds have supported the
continuation of the Young Adult Volunteer Coordinator role up to March 2020, following the end of project funding. We
cannot wait to continue our journey into the next twelve months to achieve our goal of permanently establishing the
role of supporting young people, as an integral part of the Voluntary Services at Chesterfield Royal Hospital.

ACHIEVEMENTS
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Volunteer hours supporting patient experience
enhancement up by 70%
(Young volunteers are seen all over the Trust)
Since Voluntary Services relaunch in March 2014, Young Volunteer
engagement has increased seventeen fold!

(From a total of 3 to 101 and 5% to 31% of the volunteer workforce)
Undertook Investors in Volunteers (IiV) Assessment
(Formal Committee decision expected 28th January 2020
Chesterfield sharing its best practice nationally
(Active presence and participation in IVR Peer Group Network)

Looking Back - 2017 to 2019 with 101 Young
Volunteers logging hours
PATIENT EXPERIENCE

101 VOLUNTEERS
LOGGED 5,085
HOURS

MOST POPULAR
AREA IS
EMERGENCY DEPT

ACTIVITIES IN WARDS,
MATERNITY, NEO NATAL,
AUTISM PACKS, SHOP &
PATIENT LIBRARY TROLLEY,
PATIENT SURVEYS

MEANINGFUL ROLES

70% GROWTH IN
VOLUNTEER Activity
AGED 16 - 24

12 WEEK
ROTATION
FOR VARIETY

YOUNG VOLUNTEER
BUDDY ROLE - KEY
TO SUPPORTING
YAVs

RECOGNITION

VOLUNTEERING
ACHIEVEMENT
CERTIFICATES

VOLUNTEERS
WEEK & #iwill
WEEK
CELEBRATIONS

#iwill CAMPAIGN
WE DAY UK VIDEO

COMPOSITION OF
VOLUNTEERING
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Age Breakdown of 101 Volunteers
16 - 18: 58

19 - 24: 43

Volunteer hours area examples
12 Week Rotation: 2,845

Shop & Library Trolley: 860
Wayfinding: 440
Training: 940

Volunteer Gender breakdown
Female: 85

Male: 16

Equality & Diversity - Ethnicity
White British: 72

White/Other Background: 1
Pakistani: 1
Other Ethnic Groups: 2
Not Declared: 25

Equality & Diversity - Disability
No Disability: 59

Disability: 7
Not Declared: 35

VOLUNTEERING
RETENTION
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Length of stay - 101 Volunteers
Up to 10 Weeks
Up to 20 Weeks
Up to 30 Weeks
Up to 40 Weeks
Up to 50 Weeks
Up to 60 Weeks
Up to 70 Weeks
Up to 80 Weeks
Over 80 Weeks
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What We Learned...
Variety, flexibilty and shorter sessions
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Early realisation that variety of areas, activities and shorter volunteering session times
were key to successfully engaging with young volunteers, we introduced the twelve week
placement rotation. This involved changing placement areas every 12 weeks over a basic
52 week framework period, focussed in ED, Maternity/Neo Natal and two different types
of ward. We were able to adjust the order and timing in response to ongoing 'one to one'
engagement with our volunteers using 'Open Door Policy' and a Peer Support volunteer.

'Open Door Policy' and Peer Support Volunteer
Understanding that young people communicate in different ways, use a wide range of
social media, their own language, and are in the 'communication zone' for formal
activities at 'outside office' times, is essential to effective engagement. Emails are opened
in the evenings and at weekends and replies tend to be last minute. Flexibility in team
working hours and patterns was key. We combined this knowledge with our 'Open Door''
policy, offering young adult volunteers the option to talk to anyone on the team about
anything. Although time intensive, day to day engagement enabled day to day flexibility
in supporting young volunteers. The funding of a dedicated support role fed success.

'Tuning in' to Young Adults
Recruitment of a Coordinator who understands the mind set of young people, is well
organised, patient and embraces change is fundamental to establishing a young adult
volunteers' project. Tuning in to the volunteer by individually interviewing them,learning
their back story, ambitions, hopes and fears is pivotal to effectively supporting them in
having a meaningful volunteering experience.

Looking forward ...
We will continue to learn from and build upon the success of the last two years by focussing on
supporting staff engagement, developing and expanding new volunteering opportunities which
contribute towards meaningful volunteering roles for young people and patient experience
enhancement.

Aims Going
Forward...

Initiate plans for a pilot exercise to introduce young adult
volunteers into the local community via the Trust's Royal
Primary Care GP Practices.
Introduction of young adult volunteers as Peer Volunteer
Buddies, supporting new volunteers.

Consolidating the twelve week placement rotation and
introducing new strands for different combinations of area
placement
Using Investors in Volunteers (iiV) Accreditation as a
foundation for achieving Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme
Accreditation, providing a nationally recognised reputation
enhancing quality volunteering base at the Trust.
Future proof volunteering opportunities by visiting our
current school partners to talk to year 8/9 about future
volunteering experiences at Chesterfield Royal Hospital

Volunteering Value
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Volunteering Hours - Actual
Between 1/12/2017 and 31/11/2019 our young adult volunteers gave us 5,085 hours, all of
which enabled staff to focus on direct quality patient care and positively contributed towards
the Trust's reputation of being a caring welcoming hospital and of engaging with the local
community through meaningful volunteering opportunities. These were equally valuable
hours, of life and acute healthcare environment experience, for our young volunteers at the
very beginning of their adult life, academic, career and professional journeys. The potential
monetary value of these hours would equate to a £65,800 saving to the Hospital.

Value to the Volunteer
We cannot underestimate the value that volunteering in the hospital environment gives to the
confidence of young people. It is a wonderful chance to show the 'grown ups' - and themselves - that
they have something to offer society by giving back to the community whilst simultaneously gaining
valuable life experience in communication, application, self confidence and self discipline.
Volunteering offers the opportunity for immersion into a busy acute healthcare environment and can
either confirm or redefine young peoples' career/educational aspirations.
Page 9 showcases examples of feedback about their volunteering experience at Chesterfield Royal
Hospital. Ten young adult volunteers reported that they had strengthened their university
applications, directly enhanced by their volunteering experience, and secured their university places
as a result. Young people, looking to go into medicine, have networked with professional clinical staff
who have been happy to offer useful tips, guidance and sharing the benefit of their own experience.

Anecdotal Value
Much recognition of the value of volunteers in the Trust cannot be counted or presented
statistically as it comes in the form of personal and anecdotal feedback those individuals (public,
staff and peers) benefiting from encounters with volunteers. Its relevance and value
compliments and augments the human value element of volunteering. So far this feedback has
been of a highly positive nature.
Patients, visitors and staff regularly pass on how they have appreciated what a volunteer has
done for them. To compliment the flexibility of approach, beneficial to young adult volunteers,
we focused on the effectiveness of day to day interaction and conversations with our young
adult volunteers and staff, which provided real time feedback. Although time expensive, this
approach enabled us to adjust and adapt accordingly, addressing problems as they arose and
identifying what worked. It is worth the investment. Overall we found that the experience was
a positive one for our young adults and relevant to their expectations. We will be conducting a
post project volunteer value survey with stakeholders, to formally capture feedback and
represent a more holistic picture of volunteer value. We are very proud of our Young Volunteers.
We look forward to the future in continuing this exciting and rewarding journey together with
our young volunteers , patients, visitors and staff colleagues. The Young Adult Volunteer Project
has been an astounding success that along with the Pears Foundation/iwill Fund we are now
delighted to support. We hope to see it continue and grow from April 2020 as part of a wider
community engagement programme for 16-24 year olds.

"You're never too young to change the world".

Patrick Pedraja

The Project in Pictures
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What did they think?...
We asked our Young Adult Volunteers to comment on their
volunteering experience at Chesterfield Royal Hospital.....

"Volunteering means
that I can give back to a
wonderful service that
truly cares for
everyone" - Elizabeth

“Thank you to everyone
for making my time
here enjoyable. Thank
you for the amazing
opportunities to
develop my skills and
meet wonderful people
along the way” – Dellan

"I love volunteering! It
fills me with pride to
help with activities on
the stroke ward and be
a part of a fantastic
team of professionals!"
- Lauren

"Volunteering for the
NHS is a highlight of
my week, everyone is
so lovely and
welcoming" - Abbie

Thank you so much for letting me
volunteer this past year. It has been
amazing to see what it is like to
work in a hospital and to
understand how the smallest of
jobs can have a big impact. I’ve
learnt so much and it has felt so
good to be able to give back to our
community. Thank you – Sophie

"Experience is the child of Thought, and
Thought is the child of Action" ~
Benjamin Disraeli

“It gives me an
opportunity to have
real experience in a
real work place.” Kieran

